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Sociolinguistic and linguistic data are often hard to match. Whether choosing single categories, 

structural parameters or social networks, the sociolinguistic reality of speakers in multilingual contexts is 
difficult to fit into a scheme of analysis that would - directly or indirectly - relate to language or linguistic 
categories, elements or structures.  

Level of education, years in school, linguistic background, social and family context, migration 
age, professional experience as well as many other categories, are indicators of linguistic and 
sociolinguistic modes of communication, but cannot be linked to specific modes of language use or 
competence. Narrowing the analysis down to social, situational or professional categories, even to 
individual communicative partners may help us to be more accurate in our description of sociolinguistic 
context, but hardly provides us with a frame of analysis that would allow to create a direct or indirect link 
to the analysis of lingustic data in general, linguistic variation or phenomena of language contact.  

The model of analysis proposed in this paper aims at providing a theoretical framework that cuts 
through the affinities between the ‘mode’ of linguistic variation, discourse and register on the one hand, 
and the (phonic or graphic) ‘medium’ of communication. Based on the theory of linguistic immediacy vs. 
linguistic distance, proposed by the german linguists Peter Koch and Wulf Oesterreicher (1990), the model 
of communicative profiles provides a canvas that strictly separates the oral literate continuum from the 
phonic/graphic medium and, while referring to two languages at different moments in time, provides a 
communicative profile that reflects the dynamics of a speaker’s bilingual practice. These distinctions, 
however basic, allow the graphic display of thousands of profiles that allow to group speakers along 
communicative parameters rather than social ones, yet at the same time serve as a reference for 
sociolinguistic and linguistic data analysis.  
  


